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1. Executive summary 
The SPECS project undertakes research to deliver a new generation of European climate forecast 
systems, with improved forecast quality and efficient regionalisation tools to produce reliable, local 
climate information over land at seasonal-to-decadal time scales (s2d), and provide an enhanced 
communication protocol and services to satisfy the climate information needs of a wide range of public 
and private stakeholders. The improved understanding and seamless predictions will offer better 
estimates of the future frequency of high-impact, extreme climatic events and of the prediction 
uncertainty. New services to convey climate information and its quality will be used. The SPECS 
workplan, geared to deliver the improved s2d forecast system, methods for downscaling the results 
delivered from the Global Climate Models (GCM) are required. In this context Workpackage 5.2 deals 
with statistical methodologies for s2d downscaling. 
  
The present document describes the work done in WP52 (deliverable D52.1) to identify and classify 
the different applications of Statistical Downscaling (SD) techniques in seasonal forecasting published 
in the literature. First, a classification framework is proposed based on the work done in this field in the 
different temporal scales (from intra-seasonal to multi-decadal). Then, as main result of this report, an 
inventory of the particular methods already applied in seasonal forecasting is presented. This work 
provides a state-of-the-art review to guide the development of a new integrated R package for s2d 
statistical downscaling within Task 52.1 (statistical downscaling for seasonal predictions). 

 

2. Project objectives 
 
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see 

DOW Section B.1.1.2): 

 

No. Objective  Yes No 
1. To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast 

quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to 
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability 
 

 X 

2. To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions, 
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events 
using a process-based verification approach 
 

 X 

3. To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast 
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently 
attainable 
 

 X 

4. To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data 
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of 
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions 
 

 X 
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5. To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by 

better initialising the different components, an increase in the 
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the 
introduction of important new process descriptions 

 X 

6. To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the 
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and 
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability 
 

 X 

7. To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via 
the combination and calibration of the information from different 
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools 
 

X  

8. To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific 
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate 
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and 
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based 
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific 
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys, 
conferences and targeted workshops 
 

X  

9. To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives 
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European 
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO 
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecast-
based products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to 
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs. 
 

 X 
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Global Climate Models (GCMs) —atmospheric, coupled oceanic-atmospheric, and earth system 
models— are the primary tools used to generate weather and climate predictions at different forecast 
horizons, from intra-seasonal to centennial scales. However, it is well recognized that these models 
are unable to provide information at the spatial scale required by many stakeholders (see, e.g. Doblas-
Reyes et al., 2013, and references therein). Hence, regionalisation/downscaling methods are 
necessary for adapting the global-model predictions to smaller spatial scales, providing suitable 
products for a range of applications. To this aim both dynamical (based on regional climate models, 
RCMs; see, e.g. Laprise, 2008) and empirical/statistical approaches have been introduced during the 
last decades and their relative merits and limitations have been discussed several times in the 
literature (see, e.g. Wilby and Wigley, 1997; Fowler et al., 2007; Maraun et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 
2011).  
 
Statistical Downscaling (SD) methods were first applied in short-range weather forecast (Klein et al., 
1959; Glahn and Lowry, 1972) and latter adapted to larger horizons, including seasonal forecast and 
climate change applications, being the latter problem the one receiving more attention in the literature. 
For instance, a query on the scopus publications database (http://www.scopus.com) searching for 
papers including statistical downscaling in the “title, abstract and keywords” results in total of over 700 
papers1 (see Fig. 1 for a yearly time series), 450 of which contained additionally the terms climate 
change or climatic change, whereas only 20 included seasonal forecast or seasonal prediction 
instead. Although these figures are just illustrative for comparison purposes (a more careful query 
would be necessary in order to properly identify the documents devoted to these topics), they clearly 
indicate that most of the work done in this field has been oriented towards (or driven by) climate 
change applications and, thus, the particular limitations, requirements and hypothesis of the different 
temporal scales should be carefully analyzed in each case —for instance the issue of the stationarity 
assumption of the statistical downscaling methods is critical for climate change applications, but is of 
less importance from the perspective of seasonal forecasting.— 
 
As a result of this research work, SD is nowadays a sound and mature field which provides a variety of 
statistical methods to adapt the coarse-resolution GCM simulations (predictions or projections) to 
regional or local scale. Their main advantage is that they are computationally cheap, thus allowing to 
efficiently downscale the enormous ensembles of seasonal hindcasts and climate change projections 
currently available2. Moreover, statistical downscaling techniques directly incorporate observations into 
the method, so no further calibration/correction is needed for the resulting outputs (see, e.g. 

                                                 
1 In journals from the following major subject areas: Earth and Planetary Sciences (48%), Environmental Sciences (27%), 

Agricultural and Biological Sciences (6%), Engineering (5%), and Mathematics (3%). 
 

2 Note that this advantage is particularly important for seasonal forecasting, since typical hindcast databases contain multi-
month long (6-12 months) multi-member (10-50 members) simulations run for several initializations (typically once per 
month) for a number of years (20-40). Overall this information results in global data for several thousands of years to 
downscale for a  particular model (see, e.g., the SPECS-EUPORIAS data portal for particular details of the hindcasts to 
be initially used in these  projects: http://meteo.unican.es/trac/wiki/SpecsEuporias). 
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Christensen et al., 2008, for a discussion of this issue for dynamical downscaling methods). On the 
other hand, the limitations of different statistical downscaling approaches and techniques are widely 
known and have been discussed in the literature, particularly in the climate change context (see, e.g. 
Estrada et al., 2013; Gutiérrez et al., 2013). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Yearly number of papers published which include the term statistical downscaling in the title, abstract 
or keywords; an exponential growth is shown during the last few years. Source: Scopus publications database. 
 
 
In the present document, we describe the work done to identify and classify the different 
developments and applications of statistical downscaling techniques published so far in the literature 
in the seasonal forecast context. As the main result, an inventory of the particular techniques already 
applied in this context is presented. This work provides an initial review to guide the development of a 
new integrated R package for s2d statistical downscaling (Task 5.2.1: statistical downscaling for 
seasonal predictions; WP5.2), aiming at the integration of as much existing downscaling techniques as 
possible. 
 
 

3.2 A Classification Framework for SD Methods 
 

As described in the previous section, the application of SD techniques in climate research is 
extensive. Due to the large number of statistical techniques and approaches developed in the last 
decades, there have been some previous attempts in order to give a structured classification for all the 
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SD methods in use. Wilby and Wigley (1997) provided a first useful classification that was later widely 
adopted without major modifications by Giorgi et al. (2001) and Wilby et al. (2004), based on the 
particular statistical technique used to establish the link between the large scale and local scale 
variables (transfer functions, analogs and weather typing and weather generators). Other authors 
made a different classification based on the downscaling approach followed (in particular the nature of 
the predictors used in the training phase, either predictions or analyses), leading to two essential 
categories: Model Output Statistics (MOS) and Perfect Prognosis (PP) approaches (Rummukainen, 
1997). In the recent review by (Maraun et al., 2010), a more comprehensive approach is followed in 
order to encompass the previous classifications considering the different techniques and approaches. 
This latter classification has been adopted in several studies and projects which are relevant for the 
future work to be undertaken within SPECS WP5.23. 
 
 

3.2.1 SD Techniques 
 

As mentioned above, according the type of the statistical technique used, the different SD methods 
can be classified into the following categories: 
 
 

• Transfer functions, typically based on linear or nonlinear (e.g. neural networks) regression 
models to infer the relationships between the large-scale predictors and the predictands; these 
methods are “generative” in the sense that they produce a statistical model (or formula), whose 
parameters are fitted to the available historical data. Different versions of multiple linear 
regression have been proposed in the literature not only for temperature (Benestad, 2002, 
2005; Huth, 2002, 2004; Benestad, 2010), but also for non-gaussian variables (such as 
precipitation), after applying appropriate transformations (Hessami et al., 2008; Chen et al., 
2013). However, specific nonlinear approaches, such as Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) 
(Brandsma and Buishand, 1997; Chandler and Wheater, 2002; Abaurrea and Asin, 2005; 
Hertig et al., 2013), neural networks (Gardner and Dorling, 1998; Schoof and Pryor, 2001) and, 
more recently, support vector machines (Tripathi et al., 2006; Hua et al., 2010), have been 
introduced for nonlinear problems typically arising when downscaling daily data. There are also 
some applications showing that these techniques can be directly applied to downscale the 
parameters of the distribution of the local predictands (see, e.g. Benestad, 2007). 
 

 
• Analogs and weather typing, based on the local occurrences corresponding to a set of 

historical analogs (nearest neighbors) of the predictor fields (typically represented by large-
scale circulation variables in a synoptic domain covering the area of interest). The analog sets 
are sometimes replaced by a pre-classification of the predictors into a finite number of weather 
types, obtained according to their synoptic similarity (see Huth et al., 2010, for a review of 
weather typing techniques). These methods are usually non-generative, since they consist of 
an algorithmic procedure which is calibrated/tuned using the available historical data during the 
training process. Popular examples of these techniques are the method of analogs (Lorenz, 
1969; Zorita and von Storch, 1999; Goodess and Palutikof, 1998; Imbert and Benestad, 2005; 

                                                 
3 For instance, this is the classification initially followed to build a community standard for metadata description of 

statistical downscaling methods using the CIM standard (see, e.g. the downscaling metadata Earth System OcG group 
(http://earthsystemcog.org/projects/downscalingmetadata) 
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Cheng et al., 2011), the stochastic version known as analog resampling (Beersma and 
Buishand, 2003), and different implementations of the weather typing techniques (see, e.g. 
Gutiérrez et al., 2004; Gutiérrez et al., 2005; Pagé et al., 2009). 
 

 
• Weather generators, stochastic models able to create random time series with similar 

statistical properties than the observed time series (mean, variability, frequencies of extremes, 
length of dry and wet spells, etc.). As opposite to the previous categories, these methods can 
simply introduce some desired characteristics of the observed temporal or spatial structure 
(e.g. temporal autocorrelation) into the simulated series. For the particular purpose of statistical 
downscaling, some parameters of the weather generators (e.g. transition probabilities of 
HMMs) are modified according to the output of a GCM (see, e.g. Robertson et al., 2004), or 
according to the output of a downscaling method running at monthly or seasonal scale (e.g. 
delta factors, CCA, etc.) (see Robertson et al., 2004; Wilks and Wilby, 1999; Feddersen and 
Andersen, 2005; Kilsby et al., 2007; Hirschi et al., 2012, for different implementations of these 
techniques). 
 

 
Apart from these categories, several bias correction algorithms (factor scaling, quantile-quantile 
mapping, etc.) have been recently introduced to statistically calibrate the model output according to 
the statistical properties of the observed series. These techniques could be consider nowadays an 
additional group of downscaling techniques. Moreover, there are also hybrid techniques which may 
combine methods from different classes into a single multi-step technique (e.g. a first step of analogs 
selection and second step of regression on the analog set). 
 
 
From a statistical perspective, a simple classification of the above downscaling techniques could be 
also established in terms of generative or non-generative methods, depending on whether they rely on 
a mathematical model (e.g. regression, parametric q-q map), or on an algorithm (e.g. analogs, 
empirical q-q map). 
 
 
Different implementations of the above downscaling methods (particularly from the transfer functions 
techniques) consider point-wise and/or spatial-wise predictors, using the values at nearby grid boxes 
(or interpolated to the location of interest) and/or the Principal Components (PCs) corresponding to the 
EOFs (Preisendorfer, 1988) of the predictor fields over a representative geographical domain, 
respectively. The use of EOFs provides a number of advantages against the use of the raw predictors 
alone (Benestad, 2001; Gutiérrez et al., 2013), since it prevents from problems related to the 
multicollinearity of the spatial fields and also allows to filter-out high frequency variability which may 
not be properly linked to the local scale. Moreover, the typical spatial scale considered for the 
predictor fields vary according to the particular timescale. Large scale quasi hemispheric-like patterns 
are considered for monthly-seasonal timescales, whereas smaller domains (a few thousands of 
kilometres) are typically considered for daily applications (see, e.g. the analysis in Gutiérrez et al., 
2004). Moreover, in the former case, ocean-derived variables (mainly SST) and climate oscillation 
indices (e.g. ENSO, NAO, AO, etc.) are additionally considered as predictors in some applications 
(see, e.g. Johansson et al., 1998, which downscales observed temperature considering model 
temperatures, 700-hPa geopotential heigth and/or SST in different domains). 
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More information on the particular definition of different statistical downscaling techniques introduced 
in the literature —in the climate change context— can be obtained from Maraun et al. (2010) and from 
the downscaling inventory report from the VALUE COST action (Validating and Integrating 
Downscaling Methods for Climate Change Research, http://www.value-cost.eu). 
 
 
 

3.2.2 SD Approaches 
 

The application of statistical downscaling techniques to the global outputs of a GCM (seasonal or 
climate prediction) typically require two phases. In the training phase, the model parameters (or 
algorithms) are fitted to data (or tuned/calibrated) and cross-validated using a representative historical 
period (typically a few decades) with existing predictor and predictand data. In the downscaling phase, 
which is common for all statistical downscaling methods, the predictors given by the GCM outputs are 
plugged into the models (or algorithms) to obtain the corresponding locally downscaled values for the 
predictands. According to the approach followed in the training phase, the different SD techniques are 
typically classified into the following two categories (see Marzban et al., 2006, for an interesting 
discussion on these approaches): 
 
 

• Perfect Prognosis (PP): In the training phase of the PP approach, the statistical model is 
calibrated using observational data for both the predictands and predictors. In the latter case, 
“observational” data is taken from different reanalysis projects, which assimilate day by day the 
available observations into the model space. Since different global models are used in the 
training and downscaled phases, large-scale circulation variables well represented by the 
global models are typically chosen as predictors in this approach. Variables directly influenced 
by the models’ parameterizations and orography (e.g. precipitation, instability indices, etc.) are 
not considered suitable predictors in this approach. Therefore, one of the most time-consuming 
 tasks for these methods is the screening of appropriate combinations of predictors for each 
particular predictand and region of study. This task is typically undertaken by cross-validating 
the performance of the different configurations using standard validation scores: accuracy 
measures, distributional similarity scores, inter-annual variability, trend matching scores, etc. 
As general recommendations, a number of aspects need to be carefully addressed when 
looking for suitable predictors for the PP approach: 1) The predictors should account for a 
major part of the variability in the predictands, 2) the links between predictors and predictands 
should be temporally stable/stationary and 3) the large–scale predictors must be realistically 
reproduced by the global climate model. For instance, predictors generally fulfilling these 
conditions for downscaling precipitation are sea–level pressure, humidity, geopotential, etc. 
 

 
• Model Output Statistics (MOS): In the MOS approach, the predictors are taken from the same 

global (or regional) model for both the training and downscaling phases. Thus, these methods 
typically work with the predictions (locally-interpolated) and observations of the variable of 
interest (a single predictor). For instance, in MOS approaches, local precipitation is typically 
downscaled from the direct model precipitation forecasts. Thus, MOS accounts for the 
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systematic biases in the predictor field and greatly simplifies the predictor screening process. 
MOS methods were first introduced for short- and medium-range weather prediction using first 
global and, then, limited area models (see Sokol, 2003; Vannitsem, 2008, for some recent 
applications). However, the lack of day-to-day correspondence between predictions and 
observations prevented initially their application at longer time scales (seasonal forecasting 
and climate projection). However, reanalysis-driven RCMs (Turco et al., 2011) and reanalysis-
nudged GCMs (Eden et al., 2012) have been recently applied successfully for this purpose, 
due to the daily correspondence derived from the reanalysis driven (or nudged) simulations. 
Moreover, bias correction techniques —which directly work with the predicted and observed 
PDFs/CDFs and, thus, do not preserve the temporal correspondence between predictors and 
predictands— have became popular in the last decade due to their straightforward application. 
However, several limiting problems have been recently identified for these methods (White and 
Toumi, 2013; Maraun, 2013). To avoid stationarity-related problems, bias correction 
techniques conditioned on weather types have been recently introduced (Wetterhall et al., 
2012). 
 

 
One of the main shortcomings of the PP approach is that reanalysis data does not necessarily provide 
a “perfect” representation of the large-scale predictor variables and, thus, reanalysis uncertainty 
should be careful analysed as an additional source of uncertainty, particularly in the tropics (Brands et 
al., 2012). Moreover, this approach is sensitive to the typical systematic biases of the global model, 
which are not represented in the reanalysis data. Thus, appropriate pre-processing (removing model 
bias or standardizing both reanalysis and model fields) is required for this approach in order to obtain 
meaningful results. 
 
 

3.2.3 Classification Framework 
 

Building upon the above classification scheme according to the technique used and the approach 
followed in the training phase, we propose the conceptual classification framework shown in Table 1, 
for the different downscaling variants. In particular, besides considering the downscaling approach, we 
explicitly differentiate those eventwise circulation-driven SD methods, which are calibrated at a time-
series level (i.e. preserving the temporal matching —e.g. day–to–day correspondence— between the 
global predictors and the corresponding local downscaled (predictands), from those climatology-
oriented SD methods, calibrated at a PDF (or CDF) level, which do not take into account the temporal 
correspondence between predictors and predictands. To this aim, we consider a sub-classification of 
the above approaches as distribution (labelled as Distribution) and time-series (labelled as eventwise) 
calibrated ones. 
 
Moreover, regarding the two types of downscaling techniques (generative and non-generative), can be 
either deterministic or stochastic. For the generative case, the stochastic methods have the advantage 
of intrinsically representing the unexplained local variance which is usually under-represented by the 
deterministic models. Therefore, in the present report we will explicitly consider this sub-classification 
in deterministic and stochastic types in Table 1. 
 
Finally, it must be remarked that this is a conceptual framework in which each cell of the table does 
not represent a closed compartment. Indeed, there are hybrid methods and intermediate possibilities 
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in many cases (see, e.g. Feddersen and Andersen, 2005). 
 
Table 1: Conceptual diagram of the classification framework for statistical downscaling methods according to the 
different statistical techniques (Tech.) and approaches (Appro.), indicating also the deterministic or stochastic 
nature of the techniques and the time-series (event wise) or distributional character of the calibration. Some 
popular techniques typically used in some of the cases are indicated for illustrative purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

3.3 
Downscaling Methods in Seasonal Forecast 
 

Although most of the work done in the field of statistical downscaling has been oriented towards (or 
driven by) climate change studies, many of the methods have been also applied in seasonal 
forecasting applications. In this case, some of the limitations and assumptions for climate change may 
no longer hold —for instance the issue of the stationarity assumption is critical for climate change 
applications, but it is of less importance for seasonal forecasting—. In order to provide an inventory of 
the methods successfully applied at this timescale, an extensive electronic bibliographical search was 
conducted considering different sources (the Scopus and ISI Web of Knowledge publications 
databases, together with the Google Scholar database). As a result, nearly 30 publications (mainly 
journal papers, but also technical reports and thesis) were identified and classified according to the 
framework described in Sec. 3.2.3 The results are summarized in Table 2, indicating the full reference, 
the affiliation of the first author, the seasonal forecasting models used in the study, the downscaling 
method applied (indicating both the approach and the particular technique), the target variable, the 
region of study and the temporal scale of the downscaling. This table shows that all the SD methods 
have been applied to downscale precipitation and/or temperature, and that most of them work at a 
monthly-seasonal level and fewer at a daily basis. Moreover, MOS is the most popular approach and 
ERA-40 is the most popular reanalysis used by the PP techniques. Finally, linear regression and the 
Analogs method are the most popular techniques in this timescale. 
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Table 2. Summary table of previous studies applying any form of statistical downscaling to seasonal forecast products. Note that the country and affiliation fields are 
for the corresponding author. The name of a RCM followed by a “ / ” indicates the RCM/GCM coupling (e.g. RegCM3/ECHAM4.5). 1Type of approach according to 
the classification of Table 1 [MOS=model output statistics, PP=perfect-prog and subtypes: E=eventwise, D=distribution]. For the PP methods, the reanalysis used is 
indicated in parenthesis. 2Type of technique according to the classification of Table 1 [G=generative, NG=non-generative and subtypes: S=stochastic, 
D=deterministic]. The particular technique used is indicated in parenthesis. 3TAO = Temporal aggregation of the output [D=daily, M=monthly, S=seasonal]. Sources: 
ISI Web of Knowledge, SCOPUS and Google Scholar. The acronyms used in this table are described in Sec. 3.4. 
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3.4 Acronyms 
 

The following acronyms have been used throughout the present document: 
 
ANN: Artificial neural network 
APCC MME: Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Climate Center Multi–Model Ensemble 
ARPA–SIMC: Hydro-Meteo-Climate Service of the Environmental Agency of Emilia–Romagna (Italy) 
CCA: Canonical Correlation Analysis 
CDF: Cumulative Distribution Function 
CFS: NCEP’s Climate Forecast System 
CMIP: Coupled Models Intercomparison Project 
COLA: Centre for Ocean–Land–Atmosphere Studies (South Africa) 
CSIRO: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (Australia) 
DEMETER: European Multimodel Ensemble system for seasonal to inTERannual prediction 
DOE: NCEP’s DOE reanalysis II 
ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
ET0 : Potential evapotranspiration 
GFS: NCEP’s Global Forecast System 
HMM: Hidden Markov Model 
LR: Linear Regression 
MOS: Model Output Statistics 
NARR: NCEP’s North American Regional Reanalysis 
NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research (USA) 
NCEP: National Centers for Environmental Prediction (USA) 
NCMRWF: National Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (India) 
NNR: NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 
PDF: Probability Density Function 
POAMA: Predictive Ocean Atmosphere Model for Australia 
PP: Perfect Prognosis 
R: Programming language and software environment for statistical computing and graphics 
SD: Statistical Downscaling 
SMIP: Seasonal Prediction Intercomparison Project 
SVD: singular value decomposition 
WG: weather generator 
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5. List of publications  
The results obtained in this deliverable will be part of a future publication describing the first version R 
package for statistical downscaling (MS52, month 24). 
 

6. Efforts for this deliverable 
 

Partner Person-months 
(actual) 

Person-
months  
(in-kind) 

Period covered 

CSIC 7 PMs   Months 6-12 
MET.NO 2 PMs  Months 6-12 
CERFACS 1 PM  Months 6-12 
Total 10 PMs  Months 6-12 

 

7. Sustainability  
The present deliverable provides a state-of-the-art review to guide the development of the new 
integrated R package for s2d statistical downscaling within Task 52.1 (statistical downscaling for 
seasonal predictions). In particular, the conceptual diagram of the classification framework for 
statistical downscaling methods (Table 1) will be of key importance for the organization and 
development of the different downscaling techniques. This will be a key part of the metadata to be 
associated with the different downscaling methods, so users will get information about the 
deterministic/stochastic nature of the methods, their complexity (model-based or algorithmic-based) 
etc. Synergies for the further development of these ideas have been established with the EU-COST 
action VALUE (http://www.value-cost.eu) and with the CORDEX-ESDM initiative. 
 
 
 


